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Introduction 
I was wondering about the normal distribution. I think it is an extreme - - what is at the other end of 

the continuum? 

Framework 
Nations, Law, Judiciary 
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Population 
Nation states. Individuals within Nations, Groups. 

Questions 
1. What is logic? 

2. What other types of thinking are there and why? 

Initial Conditions 
Groups, Nations, Law, Courts, Women, Men 

Self reference 
All my models so far.  

Initial Thoughts 
Critical thinking – structured approaches – deliberately and consciously framed allow not only the 

testing of the hypothesis but the testing of the frames. The historical development and usage of 

comprehensive and cohesive frames IS progress. 

Narratives can help explore frames. But what is this narrative force? Could it be a series of questions and 

answers - and somehow connected in a specific cohesive way? Around each individual? So a flow of 

questions and answers are all centered on individuals but when they are brought together do they mean 

something? 

Can the flow of narrative be connected to structure? 

Background 
During my work so far I have explored many statistical models, math, philosophy, questions, history and 

stories. I have identified the certaintists – the extremists – which seem to need to have absolute 

certainty. They develop ideal models and then take brutal action on the rest of humanity to assert their 

utopian certainty. These are call tyrants, fascists, authoritarians, feminists, socialists, communists – they 

go by many names throughout history. https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2019/07/Absolute-Certainty.pdf , https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2019/12/One-Thing-I-Know.pdf  

The questions arising are from trying the find the extremes on the continuum and trying to identify the 

things in between the extremes and how they may be described. It’s a general technique of exploring  

the continuum – which I have declared existing by my hypothetical infinite number plane in two 

directions zero to minus infinity and zero to plus infinity and I am the zero in the middle. 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Questioning-Numbers.pdf  

So at the other end of the certaintists continuum are the uncertaintists – these have been called 

libertarians, anarchists, individualists, free choice, etc. Somewhere in the middle between these 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Absolute-Certainty.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Absolute-Certainty.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/One-Thing-I-Know.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/One-Thing-I-Know.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Questioning-Numbers.pdf
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extremes successful colonies – groups – tend to survive. Daniel Dennett exposes this in his insights 

about the eukoryote expansion (which I call cooperation – he calls “The first great technology transfer”) 

Daniel Dennett: Keyword(Philosophy Science) http://ase.tufts.edu/cogstud/dennett/ and humans, 

evolution, intelligence and many other topics. Any of his books and talks are worth investigation – I rate 

his work highly. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZefk4gzQt4 Daniel Dennett: "From Bacteria to 

Bach and Back: The Evolution of Minds" | Talks at Google. 

So while exploring things I began to notice some patterns – questions that no-one had answered yet, 

patterns that no-one understood yet, the absence of questioning and the repression of thought.  

This got me thinking. 

Interesting Patterns 
I was looking at groups – all of humanity – so the philosophical models emerged into patterns, 

categories – how to categorize, models – statistics and fairy tales, poems, art and so on. 

Two models which seem to have eluded much understanding were the Normal Gaussian model and the 

central limit theorem and the Benford series. 

I have just discovered Bob Doyle’s work and am impressed. There is support for the idea of the 

hypothesis space and also the ability to delve into the chaos of uncertainty, complexity, probability, zero 

and infinity – which I put in the top left box of a four box model – and the questioning, exploring 

hypothesis, and the questions, action hypothesis space – which then leads to the new “is” (Einstein’s 

mass) space in the top right box. So the hypothesis spaces are below with the questions box and the 

action hypothesis box and above the line are the chaos/universe box (our constant certain uncertainty) 

and the top left corner and the mass of certainty – what we build and construct - in the top right box as 

well. My confirmation bias is working overtime because a) he seems to have done a lot of work b) much 

of it seems to support my ideas c) he has worked with Dan Dennett d) He is multi talented f) I would 

tend rate him highly in Corruption (he is not), Coherent, Comprehensive, Hypothesis, Certainty, 

Exploration https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Evaluating-Humanity.pdf . 

My main problem is that I cannot assess all of this work or understand all the math of his work – I do not 

have the knowledge or skills to test every statement he has made. This applies to everything I and 

worked on so far. I cannot agree or disagree with any confidence – I can only explore his work and use 

ideas myself to see where it takes me. This is probably enough – I  don’t have to find out  where we 

disagree or I think he has made a mistake. I can examine his work, his ideas, and the way he went about 

it and use what I can to form my own views. If he seems - on a pareto basis – mostly “right” – then 

maybe that puts him in the top 20% of all humans? This applies to all the work I look at – if it is authentic 

and flawed then its human. 

http://ase.tufts.edu/cogstud/dennett/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZefk4gzQt4
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Evaluating-Humanity.pdf
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Forcing the Issue and Power Laws 
I like the four box model – it allows two binary extremes to be explored together – and then we argue 

about definitions and where the lines are positioned. To me it seems like a general way to help break 

out of binary thinking and get into that “third” dimension.  I like that I explained equality and diversity 

just using 2 axis (essentially an uncertainly bounded 4 box model).  This idea of putting up two 

continuums together in different alignment gives us the 4 box model. I like that I was able to map 

Einstein’s equation to the 4 box model and takes his c squared function and plant it in the top left corner 

to represent a constant uncertainty – the most certain thing we know – the limits, the chaos, the 

uncertainty, the complexity, the probability – all in the one box – and then the question becomes what 

are the Euler steps away from the box. In my mind the Declarative spaces are the top two boxes – the 

same/different – is/is not – true/false – the things of matter and definition – with a boundary layer 

separating extremes.  The bottom two boxes are the hypothesis layer – the act of questions and then 

the answering – the exploration Acts– questions/answers – the hypothesis. And here we go trying to 

force that x and y axis through these things so that we can talk in equivalence terms between a 

declarative or Structured space and an exploration discoverer, journey – or a narrative space. Why else 

do we have a left and right side of our brains – why else do we have these main differences in how we 

have evolved?  
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What does division mean? What does E divided by E mean? What Does Jon Divided by Jon mean? 

Does Equal mean same? What does Multiply mean? Do Multiply, Divide and Power Law all mean the 

same thing? Are they the same functions? 

Notice from the above 4 boxes if I fail to notice the top left box – the constant uncertainty – I could get 

stuck in a loop just looking at Mass all the time – “tending my own garden” without looking at the 

universe around me. 

By default we call a thing divided by itself ONE or 1 and name it the identity function. A bit like our bold 

declarative IS. Our initial self reference. 

I get confused by the number (count) of representations for the same things in mathematics. We know 

that the power law function is a general function to put a superscript number above the number and it 

means to do something to that number. Two numbers in a relationship of some kind. It is a 

command/instruction to move around the two directional infinite number line. Then why develop log 

and natural low and square root notation as well?? – doesn’t that just confuse things?? – I mean they all 

mean the same thing so why not just use one instead of navigating the hierarchy of math language 

where every person names a new function after themselves?? I mean it is all a little self indulgent. 

So a power law - where there is a POSITIVE NUMBER means – do the same thing you just did the 

number of times of the power – so it is really a multiplication kind of thing or more generally 

multiplication is a power law kind of thing. – An instruction to dance on the infinite number line a 

certain way. The positive power instructs you to travel further away in one direction and then tell me 

where you end up on our standard infinite number line when you get there. You are already at a YOUR 

NUMBER – go back to ZERO -  START FROM ZERO AND THEN move along the number line the same 

distance that YOUR NUMBER REPRESENTS  for the first  step , and then for POWER TIMES  (minus 1 

because you have done the first step) take each next step and wherever you end up then MOVE THE 

SAME NEW DISTANCE AGAIN and answer the question WHERE DID YOU END UP?  (you can see by this 

instruction I get in trouble with standard maths because we get lost between the signs. I think the -5 to 

the power 2 to means take minus 5  minus 5 steps – to mean end up at minus 25 or -5 to the power -2?). 

The reason I suggest this idea is because at some base level there is only two directions – which we call 

Plus or Minus. 

A negative power instructs a kind of division thing – it is 1 divided by the number to the positive power. 

So it is one divided by multiplication. It uses the Multiplication power law but in a different way. So it’s 

a kind of self reference thing of identity i.e. 1. The negative power law asks a different question – it 

poses the question – well I want you to END UP at ONE and YOU WERE LIMITED TO DANCE STEPS 

(Movement along the number line) that YOUR NUMBER REPRESENTS and answer the question WHERE 

DID YOU START FROM? on our infinite number line? 

So then we have the logarithmic question. This is asking about the Power law as well but its poses the 

question -  Well Here You are AT YOUR NUMBER – HOW MANY STEPS? using our “interval base” of 10 

do you need to take to get here? How many Dance steps did you take to get here using our dance 
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routines? The Dance routine is the opposite of the Positive Number Power law dance and its is a 

problem to solve this kind of dance because you have to work backwards – much more work is required 

to solve this Log type problem. Lots of dancing. 

Other dance routines Modulo arithmetic, Floor ,Truncate and prime. Taking fixed length steps without 

passing a certain limit and then giving different answers – where did you end up, how many whole 

steps, what is remaining, take all possible whole steps and leave no remainder – tell me how many steps 

you had to take, etc. 

So Euler’s numbers is an infinite series sum of multiple negative power law instructions using positive 

integer starting positions. Then we add a special Logarithm for Euler’s number LN. Can’t we just use the 

same language? 

So we cheat a little with the power law initial self reference by calling everything to the power of ZERO 

= ONE.  So one becomes our observed starting point. 

So then we have the fractional powers. The problem here is that standard maths throws up new 

terminology here – ROOTS. So if we take a power of 1 DIVIDED by 2 i.e. ½ then this means SQUARE 

ROOT. This poses the instructions - WE WANT YOU TO END UP WHERE YOU ARE NOW. START FROM 

ZERO AND THEN tell us what steps you took to get there? It is a power law thing once again but root 

notation is used instead – and then you create imaginary numbers and questions that give two 

answers! 

All these dance routines are getting complicated – some send you on a fixed journey – others ask how 

you got here or how can you get from here to there or from there to here. Many of them ask you to 

remember more things along the way – and even remember dance routines within dance routines. 

Reasons, Explanations and Motivations – Social Justice Warriors 
I am concerned that the certaintists want the world to look like it OUGHT to look – as if there is some 

certain utopia – the grand scheme to the glory of their certainty. 

I am concerned the virtue signalers want to “DO GOOD” - to some aim of VIRTUE and Goodness which 

comes from being in groups and noticing others. What does the “best” group look like? Can’t these 

people just do their job at least – why do they have go around doing good to others - here let me give 

you another book of great wisdom and sight – it is all you need to know and discover – all has been 

explored. 

It is not Equality - for that is insane but so often idiotologists GRAB THAT CERTAIN FLAG making sure the 

stomp all over any “others” who dare to question or have a different hypothesis to the in-group mob. 

“Everything should/ought look like this as I describe it and according to my measures.”  

It is not Laissez-faire, libertarinism or extreme individualism – because the group has to be bound by 

something. I call it Telos – and shared schemas of some kind – some shared interactions – some shared 

relationships. 
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It is not social design by white coated experts, magi, witches, demi-gods, experts, analysts, thinkers, 

virtuous – because life is real and there are tendencies – bounds, limits, constraints, difficulties. 

But if I display any more – does that mean some mad certaintists will take it and inflict it like a nuclear 

bomb on the rest of humanity? Too much can be dangerous in the hands of certain, mad, power hungry 

fools? 

I cannot guarantee that a law, system, founding document, learning, education, public service – will ever 

be immune from idiots and their various idiotology.  I can help my children understand – I can even try 

to understand myself – but what if there is no-one left? -  I cannot see many left now – they all seem to 

have gone and are being attacked by the mob, shut down, censored by the ignorant, outraged, babies - 

the tantrums – must I rely on hope and randomness that messages will some how pass down through 

time to be explored by others? 

https://humanistman.com/home/frames/meta-frames/ 9.    Equality and Diversity 

https://humanistman.com/home/frames/humanism-frames/ 11 Humanism – Choice – Distributions, 

Version 1, date 24/04/2019 

Benford and Central limit Theorem  - Binomial Distribution – Things and 

Waves – Choice - Extremes 
If we imagine a thing – the first thing – it is an apple. 

The apple - having declared itself to be an apple - eventually notices some thing else – it is an orange. 

They are the same and differentiated because one is an apple and one is an orange – but they both exist 

in the same universe and can be described using similar characteristics – of same/different things - 

because now we have discovered differentiation we can differentiate many things that we notice – like 

colour, size, shape, taste, longevity, etc. If we treat every new object thing that we notice (as opposed to 

characteristic thing) then all objects are different and they get their own names. But if we GROUP LIKE 

things together – like Apples and Oranges then we get two groups of things with lots of characteristics 

we can explore and MEASURE.  

If we are going to measure things we need a yardstick – I know – let us use a thing called number. It’s a 

count of things – like counting apples belonging to groups – and it is infinite. 

When we look at all the possible infinity of apples and oranges on any similar characteristic thing – 

measured by the same yardstick – we CAN get a binomial distribution. 

Just like two dice – imagine two dice. Dice one has infinite faces representing infinite numbers. Dice two 

(Which is different to dice one – which is why we call it dice two) has infinite faces – just like dice one – 

because they are both in the same universe. If you throw them up in the air OR allow them to move 

around and choose their own face to display at any one time – you find after infinite choices and 

throwing up you CAN get a binomial distribution. 

https://humanistman.com/home/frames/meta-frames/
https://humanistman.com/home/frames/humanism-frames/
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The yardsick is the number plane – and it is in a certain specified order usually from 0 to + infinity – but 

it could be negative infinity as well – it is just a matter of how you define the process of describing the 

result of examining the two die’s faces. 

So the issue here is that the mathematics tend to view the a, b of the equation as variables measuring 

characteristics of things – not things themselves. They have already generalized the characteristics of 

the thing being measured to a,b, and thus obscured the relationship to the thing itself – the apple. a,b 

just represent the infinite list of things which can be measured for a grouped object. 

MANY possible measurements of all possible things (objects - declared via “IS” – apples, oranges and 

grouped via like) using the same declared yardstick (the infinite number plane) result in the binomial 

distribution – which is related to process repeating themselves, infinity, and Euler’s number and Euler’s 

identity. 

I am deliberately equating infinite dice with every other types of object measurement – and thus the 

two objects CAN look like a binomial distribution when measured by the same yardstick about anything. 

This distribution tendency questions the idea of choice, free will, randomness, fatalism and determinist 

universes - all emerging from choices of each individual apple and orange in the group. Which is why 

Daniel Dennett and Bob Doyle’s papers are interesting.  

So these are very strong tendencies which indicate that regardless of individual choices – averages over 

infinite time and dimensions maybe approach a certain formula. The key here is that we can never get 

to infinity – so choice still remains, free will still exists. This certainty – assuming infinity is here and 

now – appears in many models in life.  

One thing I know with absolute certainty is absolute certainty does not exist. 

I am just going to look at the Normal distribution – the bell curve and assume that it is a strong 

tendency. I cannot follow all the workings of all the related distributions because they are off and 

running in the domain of formulas and math whereas I am trying to find some simple ground in the basic 

concepts and issues. 

We know this a real thing - we see it all the time. When I was at school we used to line up and march 

into school with music. We would group, arrange and order ourselves in lines as different exercises. 

These good habits helped re-enforce counting, differentiation, order, and grouping concepts. We also 

saw changes over time as people’s heights changed with age. We saw each other as equal and different 

in many different ways. 

If we arrange all humans by height intervals on the number plane (measurement by precisions and 

accuracy) – those less than 150cm in this line, those taller than that but less than 160 – and me make 

the interval 10 cm each time – we see the normal distribution arranged by the length of the lines. 

Looking from above we see the shape – the x axis we defined as height intervals and the y axis is the 

count of humans in each https://www.usablestats.com/lessons/normal . We know this a real thing - it is 

https://www.usablestats.com/lessons/normal
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not simply because I made up kind of number plane – a fixed infinite number plane of two directions. 

Real Darwinian choices trend to this distribution.  

 

I then turned the normal distribution to a cumulative distribution. This seemed like the tendency view of 

the all the measurement distributions. I explained this model by saying that the y axis is 100% and that 

the x axis is the ranked PROGRESSIVE measurement of characteristics from low to high – for every 

possible characteristic. i.e. infinity. So a very large percentage of people are AT LEAST 1 cm tall, the next 

movement along the x axis is that a large percentage are greater than 2 cm tall (a kinds of answering the 

question thing – a filter – at least) and so on until somewhere around the middle – the numbers fall and 

at the middle 50% of the people are at least that height and 50% of people are not. This then applies for 

all things – where the central point is the mean. It does not matter what the absolute of the mean is – it 

always changes as we move along – it is that all means are centered as zero. In the Middle.  

So what does Benford mean (pun)? What is Benford telling us? 

We know that both Benford and Central Limit work using the power law function – the idea of repeating 

something but they seem to be in two directions – one is upwards and increasing and one is downwards 

– the log function and decreasing. They seem to be two sides of the same continuum. Can power laws 

being explained on a continuum i.e. where the exponent is positive and negative integers? Is this what 

the digamma is? 

I revisit the infinite line - it has two directions between hypothetical – and + infinity. 

The observer is at zero looking in two directions and instructions can be given. 

Imagine I am at zero (the observer) I ask all my school classmates to line up on the number place where 

the number best represents their height in centimeters. I notice, as they line up, that the lines get 

longer. The length of these lines can also be represented by the same counting trick I used for the x axis 

in height. The count of humans is represented on the y axis (the length of lines) using the same number 

plane values and symbols I used for height. 

So now I face the opposite direction – because direction in two dimensions already exists and by 

grouping and sorting people we know they can more in two directions one is away from the in the order 

and one is towards me in the order. So I could call moving away from me + and moving towards me 

minus – but I don’t! I somehow decide to standardize the number line so that the movement towards 

me – the observer from one direction (the plus side) is called subtraction and the moving away from me 
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in the other direction (the minus side) is called subtraction as well. This confuses things a bit – because I 

am the observer after all. So we have two different meanings for the same movement! 

I don’t know why it is like that – it’s a kind of observer/observee thing. 

If I tell my class mates to line up on the minus side I could call their heights minus cm heights and I could 

call their counts in the line minus people counts – I could say the there is minus one person at minus 150 

cm height and that we explain exactly where they were on the number line relative to me – which we 

have already shown has two directions from the observer. 

 

So instead of being consistent – even with in my x number line – relative to the zero observer I have 

confused direction and then put my x axis as a y axis and used it again as to count the objects.   

Lets imagine my girlfriend is in one of the lines – she at the minus 3 position on the minus 150 cm line. I 

shout out “hello” – she replies “Hello – do you want to come and be with me?” , “Of course”, I reply . Do 

we stay in lines? How do I get there is it a one or two step? Sin?Cos?Tan? What about if some other 

person starts ordering us around for different lines and count off – just like in school. Didn’t you hate 

being separated from the ones you loved just because teachers- those who issued orders – wanted you 

to line up in different ways and count off and be described, measured, counted and compared. Why 

can’t my girlfriend and I just be who we are? I don’t care what imaginary lines and groups people 

declare – none of these things described me or my girlfriend. 

 Can I have minus six humans? 

 Can I have minus six apples? 

 Can I have minus six bank account dollar notes? 

 Can I have minus six humans who are minus 100 cm tall? 

 Can I have minus six bank account notes which are worth minus 1000 dollars each? 
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Triangles, Pythagorus, circles and pi are all enough to describe a sine wave - which looks just like that – 

passing through various defined axis in infinite ways. Start and zero and take a step forwards and 

backwards and you get the infinite number line but then just add the same infinite number line in the 

opposite way (outwards from the line – escaping the number line) 

Sin and Cos waves are just the object rotating around an observer 1 unit away in a infinite number plane 

of infinite x  axis (which we give different names to each one but in relative they are all the same thing 

just infinitely repeated) – the distance covered  by the object for each complete rotation is related to pi. 

The difference in sin and cos are just the choices of the direction changes – relative to the observer. i.e. 

there are only two directions from the observer’s point of view. 

 

So If I was watching a rotating thing from my point of reference I might have a limited frame – I might be 

constrained to only understand some part of what I am noticing. But if the same thing repeats over time 

I might start to notice it. And then when it appears as the same shaped thing and PERSISTS I might 

remember it. I might think it’s a THING and give it a name. I might see this thing come in my room 

through one door and leave through another door. Eventually I might stop noticing the doors and just 

see the thing itself. Maybe I see it come in one door and go out another door but then soon after a thing 

comes in another door and goes another door. I might think these are two different things or I might see 

the second thing as a consequence of the first thing. I might think it is a consequential different thing. 

Then I might think it is actually the same thing coming in a different way from some kind of journey I 

cannot see. I might develop concepts about patterns, waves, tension, harmonics, frequencies, 

resonance, cycles, oscillations, change and calculus. 

Then I might control this thing – I might be able to take this thing and put it through a double slit 

experiment and then it interferes and tells me it is a wave. So the thing I think is a thing is telling me it’s 

a wave. I can’t see all of it. I think of it as a thing. See Fourier transformations. 
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If I fit two opposite Benford series inside a normal distribution we see that the universal observer is seen 

at the high/extreme point in graph – the halfway mark. We can call the middle point – zero – the most 

common, the most likely, the most massive, the peak, etc. We can then think that the normal path (in 

every sense of the word) is predicted by the blue line – choices, probabilities, Darwinian development – 

i.e. it represents survivability OF A GROUP where some choose to do things just a little different from 

the average – from what everyone else does. We then get the Benford series which has entertained 

many people for many years. It just seems to represent the results of real world choices – that we 

observe closely and can easily see. I hypothesize it MAY have something to do with the hypothesis of 

choice (question/answers/exploration) and the hypothesis of action and displays the kind of energy 

steps needed to do that work. A lot of very clever people have explored this series 

http://www.benfordonline.net/  and discovered many things without making it clear enough for many 

other humans to appreciate. Once again I highlight – it is only a model and just a certain tendency to 

infinity – but we are not at infinity yet. 

So maybe each step away from the normal requires an amount of effort to explore and produce 

something – each step is harder to take and that by trying to get further out much more energy is 

required. Maybe Benford represents the FAT, DUMB and LAZY complacency compared to the rich 

DIVERSITY and survivability of the normal curve? The Easy choice compared to the choices we 

need/should/ought to make to survive? Maybe Benford is like the unexamined life? In math terms we 

see the SAME power law on display but the positive power law gives us the SINE/COS 

like/Newtonian/Normal curve and the negative power law gives us the Benford type log series. Maybe 

the power law in a positive direction is at one extreme and the power law in the negative direction 

tends to the other extreme? A kind of tension between the directions?  Netwon observed  “for every 

action there is an opposite and equal reaction” – is this the constant tensions between two, direction 

choices, the continuums, etc? What about strange attractors and chaos theory? The extremes of the 

curves themselves represent a kind of DECAY https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radioactive_decay (log, 

Poisson, Weibull) – perhaps – a change or twist in the curve (hyperbolic?) to allow for probability and 

more extreme choices to fit somewhere? Maybe large deviations theory, entropy, noise, Shannon-

Hartley theorem, De Moivre, etc.  Myabe this fuzziness is the central limit theorem recursing on itself 

the further it gets away from the mean? Maybe it’s the observer effect and uncertainty principle as well. 

Those things that are further from the mean are less easily observed, measured and described and if we 

do we change what they are? Don’t question a genius just in case you influence their choices? Don’t 

interrupt playing children because they are discovering things we have forgotten and never knew? 

Maybe it is for all those experimental choices that push at the boundary limits and constraints at the 

strong opposing tendencies? Pushing the boundaries? Exploring the limits? 

I don’t know. 

 

http://www.benfordonline.net/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radioactive_decay
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What is the Opposite? – What is the other end of the continuum? 
Whenever we find some concept there must be something we can relate it to – something different and 

not the same, something opposite. What is the opposite of the central limit theorem? It seems like the 

circle, sin/cos/pi functions are well embedded in many things. It also seems like the power law is 

embedded – the kind of repeating function thing – thing repeating itself. Nothing is absolutely a normal 

curve (positive power law) – that is the extreme. Nor is anything absolutely a Benford log (negative 

power law) type curve. Yet many things look like these things. What is the difference between 

something that looks like Benford and something which looks Normal? What is the difference between a 

positive power law curve and a negative power law curve? This is explored by many mathematicians 

with calculus – integration and differentiation with multiple variables and sometimes constants. When 

we see a graph – it is just a model – everything is changing – what does continuous change look like? Is 

integration asking where did I probably come from and differentiation asking where will I probably go to 

next? The derivative – the rate of change - feeds into the probability of where I will end up – a 

likelihood? 

Benford may be all about precision and accuracy and is base (log base n where n can be anything) and 

scale (measure in kilometers, metres, miles, acres, square metres – unit)  invariant according to Arno 

Borger and Theodore P. Hill (many years working on this)  

https://projecteuclid.org/download/pdfview_1/euclid.ps/1311860830 (2011) 

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/5ad7/cb5e71819bbb71af28a6990131a22b291bce.pdf (1995)  – this 

seems right because if we change the base to large numbers the ratio still applies but what about just 

two things – self and other - 1,0. Here we get lost in the axiom of choice and many other things. If I am 

at one and I notice the zero I must make some effort to notice it/focus on it/get there – to choose to get 

there means something. So the choice is I can be 100% self, me or 1 or I can be 95% or 50/50? Me, self, 

or 1 and 5% or 50/50 the journey to the next thing – zero. When I get there - I find out it is really a 2. Is it 

a choice or a relationship? Do I stay there? So is this negative power law to whatever base really just the 

https://projecteuclid.org/download/pdfview_1/euclid.ps/1311860830
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/5ad7/cb5e71819bbb71af28a6990131a22b291bce.pdf
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hypothesis energy and action energy for my self mass? Benford approaches equally distributed at 5 

digits  - i.e. 5 steps worth of choice – at 5 all have equal energy, effort chance, choice, likelihood – is this 

where probability and uncertainty kicks in? i.e. we tend to biases of some certainty of choice because 

the energy choice biases – the sunk costs – at early steps – the first step was difficult but we are used to 

it now – we know it so well as with the next 3 steps – but the 5 step opens up more possibilities than we 

are used to? Hill’s analogy is - the well worn paths of choice – the shortest available route – the least 

energy. 

Being a One with Mass – I can’t just keep losing mass to energy for each step otherwise I will fade away 

to nothingness. I must keep some mass for myself and use some for my stepwise choices. 

This fundamental thing seems to be a real number thing – steps – it’s a function of the idea of numbers 

themselves – that is the most difficult thing for me to understand – to make sense of. 

Some investigation by Hill https://hill.math.gatech.edu/ examines the modulo function the idea of a 

significand and a remainder but what we don’t yet see is the difference between a guassian/CLT 

distribution and Benford – it is still not clear. It might have something to do with accuracy and precision 

– i.e. even though we can choose different BOUNDS for the scale of the measurement – the SCALE – if 

we were to differentiate in a more precise way – with more close observation – with greater focus – 

greater detail - with more significant differences we might see the normal curve emerge – when we line 

things up in order on measurement. Maybe too is the notion of including other characteristics in the mix 

– humans have many characteristics and variations, small world choice, etc – maybe that’s why these 

complicated and multivariate things approach a Darwinian type normal selection - whereas uncomplex 

things (like just numbers themselves (e.g. 2 to the power N is Benford (Hill)) or things observed with not 

enough granularity are seen as Benford. My intuitive example is this – if we are to look at human heights 

which are characterized as Normal with differences between gender – it can easily be seen that if we 

choose a scale – i.e. any scale as Hill correctly suggests – but change its precision so instead of 

measuring human height in centimeters we use a yardstick of three feet and store the result as 

yardsticks – we get the kind of modulo arrangement and the significand idea as explored by Hill but also 

the result as well. We do not use averages – we line up people by yardstick measure groups. In group 1 

there are many humans because they are greater than one yardstick and less than (modulo – precision 

and accuracy) two yardsticks tall. There is a much smaller number of humans who are two yardsticks tall 

or more. Some don’t make to first yardstick and we call them zero. Suddenly we have got to Benford 

from Normal just by changing measurement - precision and accuracy – not Scale or Base. The Precision 

is one yardstick. The Accuracy is +- one yardstick. I can call the yardstick fred instead and say “one fred” 

tall” and  “two freds tall”.  Our choice of yardstick matters and the “rounding” process using accuracy 

and precision? 

Is this why are some things are Benford distributed and some things are not? Have I found something? 

Others have explored complexity - Edward Norton Lorenz found that changing the precision of numbers 

affected predictability in computer models and the discovery of chaos and further confirmation of an 

indeterministic universe. Precision is important and part of framing. How to focus, examine and explore 

https://hill.math.gatech.edu/
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things requires some understanding of how to notice – what to take notice of, how to describe things 

and a good granularity – a good measure – some understanding of numbers and things in general. It is a 

real skill and completely at odds with virtue signaling, social justice and “Doing Good”. Trying to make 

sense of the universe is not a social engagement or a friendly narrative – it is hard, real and unforgiving. 

I cannot tell if anything I have thought or discovered has ever been discovered before unless I read 

everything and analyze everything ever written. This is the job of professionals who must read everyone 

before them and reconcile with complete understanding all the ideas, questions and answers that have 

come before in their field of study but also be able to recognize errors, flaws, doubts and notice when 

something which seems new is really just something which has already been discovered but is now 

called something else – a “pretender”. Humans will examine and build on history – but carefully with 

due scrutiny – questioning and checking things. If you stop asking questions or checking things societies 

can end up in messy places – we have seen this as the ignorant, corrupt and self serving have taken over 

the discussions – they tear down and attack individuals rather than engage in ideas – They fob off, 

ignore, belittle, censor, lie etc. They scream their dogma and incite their mobs invoking violence towards 

their cherished blinkered belief systems. Their certain joy of their certain “justice” models. 

I am still trying to understand what opposite of a line is – is it the same line in a different direction? If 

you are on a continuum is the opposite of that - being NOT on the continuum? How often can you do 

this? How many steps? 

Are things on a straight infinite line or is it just a very large circle – is that why sin/cos/pi always seem to 

come into things? 
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Patterns Observations Bounds Constraints Choices Probability 

Complexity  
Math represents a language which describes things in a certain way. It will always come up against the 

basics structures of the universe. People sometimes get confused about which part of the universe they 

are exploring. Whenever you see formulas and equations you can tell a little about the formula by what 

math symbols it has. 

 2 raised to the power n where n is any positive integer – is a constraint of complexity and 

choice – the number of steps. (2 directions at each step) 

 Einstein’s speed of light c is a bound and constraint. 

 Euler’s/Napier’s number e is a certain infinite constant so it’s a bound and constraint. 

 Power Laws are statements of observation and choices. 

 Pi indicates choice and probability. 
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treatise on the difficulty of finding an easy explanation of Benford’s law 
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